
Hours and surcharges

The halls are rented from 11:00 to 23:00 on day of the event. 
Extra access to the rented hall is charged additionally. The 
rental cost is based on a single event. An extra fee is added 
for recurring events on the same day.

Renting halls in Harpa

Sta�

Eldborg 1,740,000 ISK.

Silfurberg 550,000 ISK.

Silfurberg – 1/2 hall

Norðurljós 395,000 ISK.

Kaldalón 175,000 ISK.

One usher per entrance.

One usher by a single entrance. 
If guests exceed 400, an additional fee of 
26,288 is charged for an extra usher.

One usher by a single entrance.
If guests exceed 300, an additional fee of 
26,288 is charged for an extra usher.

Account and project manager
Account and project managers are main contacts 
between the event manager and the venue. The account 
manager issues a contract and communicates with 
di�erent departments within Harpa. Near the event 
date, the project manager takes over, analyses the 
needs and supervises the event.

Security
Harpa provides general security. If needed, extra
security can be provided at additional cost.

Stage manager 
The services of a stage manager are included in the 
rent. If the event requires extra crew, it can be provided
at additional cost.

Ushers 
Ushers assist guests, inspect tickets at the entrances 
and provide guests with general information.

Light technicians
A light technician should always be booked if lights
need changing during rehearsals or events.

Technicians
Technicians are not included in the rent. Harpa o�ers 
technical services on various levels at additional cost. 
The technical work is charged by the hour during the event, 
installation and dismount. Employees can only manage lights, 
monitors, mixers, cables and mics. Event managers can 
bring in their own technicians, stage crew, light and sound 
technicians with the permission of the Harpa project 
manager. Nevertheless, a technician from Harpa is needed 
for monitoring equipment.

Sound technicians
When the sound system, or magnification, is required during 
an event, make sure you account for one or more sound 
technicians.

Video technicians
When a projector or other visual presentation is required for 
your event, account for one video technician.

One usher by a single entrance.

One usher by a single entrance.

A minimum of a 20% deposit is required in order to secure a booking.

*The seat capacity varies according to the size of 
the stage and type of event. The numbers in the 
table show the maximum capacity.

Hall Price incl. VAT

Eldborg 

Silfurberg 

Norðurljós 

Kaldalón 

• Unplugged

• Plugged

<1,655*
<1,509

Halls Sitting Standing

• Unplugged/plugged <820 <1,300

<650• Unplugged/plugged <520

• Unplugged/plugged <195/160*

Harpa.is

299,000 ISK.


